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Abstract: Interplanetary missions have typically relied on Radio Science (RS) to recover gravity fields
by detecting their signatures on the spacecraft trajectory. The weak gravitational fields of small
bodies, coupled with the prominent influence of confounding accelerations, hinder the efficacy of this
method. Meanwhile, quantum sensors based on Cold Atom Interferometry (CAI) have demonstrated
absolute measurements with inherent stability and repeatability, reaching the utmost accuracy in
microgravity. This work addresses the potential of CAI-based Gradiometry (CG) as a means to
strengthen the RS gravity experiment for small-body missions. Phobos represents an ideal science
case as astronomic observations and recent flybys have conferred enough information to define
a robust orbiting strategy, whilst promoting studies linking its geodetic observables to its origin.
A covariance analysis was adopted to evaluate the contribution of RS and CG in the gravity field
solution, for a coupled Phobos-spacecraft state estimation incorporating one week of data. The
favourable observational geometry and the small characteristic period of the gravity signal add to
the competitiveness of Doppler observables. Provided that empirical accelerations can be modelled
below the nm/s2 level, RS is able to infer the 6 × 6 spherical harmonic spectrum to an accuracy
of 0.1–1% with respect to the homogeneous interior values. If this correlates to a density anomaly
beneath the Stickney crater, RS would suffice to constrain Phobos’ origin. Yet, in event of a rubble pile
or icy moon interior (or a combination thereof) CG remains imperative, enabling an accuracy below
0.1% for most of the 10 × 10 spectrum. Nevertheless, technological advancements will be needed to
alleviate the current logistical challenges associated with CG operation. This work also reflects on the
sensitivity of the candidate orbits with regard to dynamical model uncertainties, which are common
in small-body environments. This brings confidence in the applicability of the identified geodetic
estimation strategy for missions targeting other moons, particularly those of the giant planets, which
are targets for robotic exploration in the coming decades.

Keywords: cold atom interferometry; gravity gradiometry; radio science; space geodesy; Phobos

1. Introduction

Gravity measurements play a crucial role in exploratory missions to small bodies,
insofar as they help predict their dynamical behaviour and—in combination with shape—
reveal their internal mass distribution, shedding light on formation theories leading to
their accretion [1,2]. This is especially true for highly irregular and heterogeneous bodies,
where a thorough gravity field description is needed to execute proximity operations. Radio
Science (RS) stands out as the established method for interplanetary gravity recovery via the
detection of gravitational signatures on the spacecraft’s trajectory. Yet the weak signatures
of small bodies, coupled with the prominent influence of confounding accelerations, hinder
the attainable resolution of the inferred solutions.

Ongoing maturement in quantum technology ([3] and references therein) has pro-
moted Cold Atom Interferometry (CAI) as a strong contender for the next generation of
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gravity sensors [4]. Leveraging the wave–particle duality of atoms, CAI uses quantum
interference to measure their reactivity to inertial forces. The sensitivity scales quadratically
with the measurement time, which is drastically extended in microgravity as the atoms are
in free-fall. This has encouraged numerical studies assessing their potential as spaceborne
gravity gradiometers [5–7] benchmarking the recovered gravity field solution to that ob-
tained via the Gravity field and steady-state Ocean Circulation Explorer (GOCE) [8]. In fact,
GOCE has highlighted the main drawbacks of electrostatic-based gradiometers, notably
their poor accuracy at low frequencies and their complex time-varying calibration [9]. These
issues are mitigated with CAI-based Gradiometry (CG), as its working principle and lack
of mechanical parts guarantee absolute measurements with intrinsic long-term stability
and repeatability, suppressing the need for re-calibration [10].

In light of the above considerations, Phobos is examined as a science case for a
thorough gravity field investigation. Astronomical observations and the RS experiments
from Mars EXpress (MEX) flybys in 2010 and 2013 [11] provided constraints for Phobos’
mass [12] and topography [13], with the corresponding density suggesting a fractured and
porous moon filled with either water-ice or voids or a combination thereof. These clues
prompted studies [14–17] linking its geodetic observables to various formation hypotheses.
Indeed, the origin of Phobos—and its twin Deimos—remains elusive, with hypotheses of
an asteroidal capture [18], disruption of a common parent [19], co-accretion [20], or post-
collisional re-accretion of ejecta material [21]. Ambiguities associated with each theory
make it impossible to converge towards a definite answer, yet the latter would contribute
to our understanding of terrestrial moons and the solar system as a whole [22]. Moreover,
in the prospect of human explorer missions projected for the 2030s, these moons could
serve as staging bases for refuelling transiting spacecraft, teleoperating critical machinery
and developing habitable infrastructure ahead of planetary landings [23]. In essence,
Phobos’ physical properties are known just well enough to define a mission strategy, whilst
maintaining strong grounds for a geodetic investigation. Its small-body nature suggests
that CG can significantly bolster the RS gravity field solution, and therefore constitutes a
suitable framework for this study.

It is worth mentioning that the Japanese Martian Moons Exploration (MMX) mis-
sion [24], envisaged for launch in 2024, plans to explore Phobos and return >10 g of
regolith material just >2 cm beneath the surface [25]. Nonetheless, the MMX instrument
configuration is geared for remote observations rather than geodetic sensing. Addition-
ally, whilst a detailed laboratory sample analysis might pinpoint the most likely formation
hypothesis, it is unclear whether such samples will be representative of the entire body.
In fact, different spectra (red and blue) have been observed on the two hemispheres of
Phobos [22] which could be attributed to spatial/compositional variations in its surface
properties or perhaps to a fine layer of “alien” material [26]. Hence, detailed measurements
of its deep interior will serve to interlink MMX’s remote and in situ observations to paint a
more comprehensive picture of Phobos’ origin.

This work aims to investigate the potential of CG in strengthening the RS experiment
for gravity field recovery of small bodies, using Phobos as a science case. Due to the
challenging dynamical environment and different nature of the two experiments, a broad
class of orbits is considered. A covariance analysis is adopted to evaluate the relative
contribution of RS and CG in the gravity field solution, for a mission duration of one
week. The manuscript is organised as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the key
geodetic measurements for constraining Phobos’ interior. The dynamical model and orbit
strategies are presented in Section 3, focusing on how the former’s uncertainties influence
the robustness of the latter and the corresponding orbit determination solution. Section 4
describes the implementation of CAI for two gradiometer concepts. Section 5 outlines
the methodology used to assess the performance of RS and CG for gravity field recovery.
Section 6 presents the solution accuracies for both methods and compares them to the
imposed science goals, leading to a conclusion in Section 7.

The numerical simulations undertaken in this work have relied on the interlinking
of the Tudat software developed at the Delft University of Technology (find the latest
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documentation at: https://docs.tudat.space/en/latest/; accessed on 26 May 2022) and the
code for processing GOCE’ gravity gradiometry measurements, detailed in [27].

2. Phobos Interior Models and Science Goals

Ref. [22] scrutinise the evidence which prompted the development of conflicting
theories on the origins of the Martian moons. Surface reflectance spectra match those of
primitive low-albedo asteroids [11,18] which escaped from the belt. If these originate from
beyond the snow line, water ice is expected to make up a significant part of the body, as is
the case for Ceres [28]. Nonetheless, even in the presence of water ice, a capture scenario
would require unexpectedly high tidal dissipation rates to account for their current near-
circular, near-equatorial orbits. Ref. [19] reinforce this hypothesis by combining geophysical
and tidal-evolution modelling to propose that both moons originate from the disintegration
of a common progenitor, that possibly formed in situ. This hypothesis is consistent with
RS data from the 2013 MEX flyby [12] which supports a high degree of porosity, a natural
consequence of debris re-accretion at Mars’ orbit. This may entail a case of post-collisional
re-accretion of ejecta material from Mars itself [21].

In light of these arguments, Ref. [14] devise four categories of heterogeneous interiors
for Phobos: a loosely-held rubble pile structure, a heavily fractured interior, a porous compressed
family or an icy moon. Phobos’ shape is there discretised into cubes filled in accordance
with density expectations for each interior. The resulting distributions for their geodetic
observables were computed, including the spherical harmonics gravity field reported in
Table 1. Comparing these values to the homogeneous case and to each other, the science
goals needed to constrain Phobos’ origin are established.

Table 1. Working models for Phobos’ gravity field.

Group Method Remarks

[29]
Dynamical fitting of all
astronomic observations, assume
[30] libration value

High correlations between C20 and C22.
Rejects heavily fractured and supports
porous compressed interior at 3σ

[12] RS experiment from MEX flyby in 2010 Insufficient accuracy due to an
unfavourable flyby geometry

[17] Includes 2013 MEX flyby and
homogeneous a priori regularisation

Better accuracy and lower correlation.
Supports porous compressed interior
and [16] lighter core model

[13,31]
[14]

Based on degree-45 shape model
with assumptions on interior density

Modelled, not observed. Complete
up to degree-10. Basis for this study

For a spherical harmonic gravity field expansion (Appendix A), degree-1 coefficients
are linked to properties of the impact crater at Stickney: a heavily fractured interior would
present a local decrease in density, whereas the porous compressed would show the
opposite. A 1% accuracy on C11 and S11 would suffice to distinguish them. A 5% fix on
C20 and C22 would corroborate the degree-1 findings and possibly reveal an icy moon
interior [14], but an even higher accuracy would be beneficial in characterising the density
layers within Phobos (models in [15]). Concerning the higher degrees, some icy models
exhibit lower density at the surface (due to evaporation) whereas the heavily fractured
and porous compressed present an asymmetrical pattern. Overall, the authors of [14,15]
suggest that the rubble pile and icy moons would be hardest to differentiate due to their
well-mixed interiors (5–10% coefficient overlap up to degree-10), whilst the others are
uniquely distinguishable (10–40% overlap).

Phobos is locked in spin-orbit resonance, but a small longitudinal libration θ persists
(see Figure 3), driven by Mars’ gravitational torque on Phobos’ eccentric orbit. If combined
with accurate estimates of C20 and C22, an estimate of θ can provide additional clues to its
interior structure. Finally, the Love Number k2 may distinguish a rubble pile and monolithic

https://docs.tudat.space/en/latest/
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interior [32] and corroborate studies propagating Phobos’ orbit backwards in time [19].
Inferring k2 via the time-varying influence of degree-2 harmonics would be challenging,
as for synchronously locked bodies the permanent tide overshadows the time-varying
component [33]. The most evident manifestations of k2 are likely to be the tidally-induced
surface deformations on Stickney crater’s rim, spanning from 10 cm to 1 mm depending on
the interior [15].

3. Dynamical Model and Orbit Design

The equations of motion are integrated using a fixed step, variable-order Adams–
Bashforth–Moulton integrator [34] and include the following accelerations:

• Degree-10 spherical harmonics of Mars and (homogeneous) Phobos, including mu-
tual effects

• Point-mass attraction from the Sun and Deimos
• Cannonball-type solar radiation pressure (spacecraft only)

Timesteps of 75 s and 300 s were selected for the spacecraft and Phobos, respectively.
Due to Phobos’ higher-order perturbations, the spacecraft dynamics will depend on the
start epoch, though only slightly. One that guarantees a favourable observation geometry
with Earth’s ground stations is selected, as reported in Table 2. Due to the difficulty of
capturing Phobos’ rotational/dynamical coupling via a single libration value [35], a fully
locked model is assumed, similar to the approach by [36]. Consequently, no tidal model for
Phobos is applied, and the time-varying influence of the longitudinally-asymmetric C22 is
omitted. Properly capturing the rotational–orbital–tidal coupling of Phobos would require
the estimation of many libration amplitudes [32,37], the estimation of a dynamical rotational
state [38], or the fully dynamical modelling (including tides) as proposed in [39]. Each of
these approaches is beyond the scope of the current work, which focuses on comparing the
RS and CAI instruments for Phobos gravity field determination.

Table 2. Adopted dynamical model.

Mars

Gravitational param. 42,828.37 km3/s2

Gravity field model [40]
Rotation model [41]

Phobos

Gravitational param. 7.11 × 10−4 km3/s2

Gravity field model [14]
Rotation model Synchronous
Ephemeris [42]
Radius 14 km
Semi-major axis 9378 km
Orbital period 7 h 39 m
Eccentricity 0.0151
Inclination 1.072◦

Start epoch 1 January 2030
Frame origin Mars CoM
Frame orientation J2000 Ecliptic

This work uses the latest spice ephemeris [42] which reflects the knowledge of the
Martian system and is computationally efficient for the orbit design phase. Yet it is critical
to note that during parameter estimation (Section 5.5) Phobos is numerically propagated,
and its initial state is incorporated into the covariance analysis, which enables a robust
estimation of its state and propagation of its associated uncertainty.
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Phobos lies closer to its primary’s surface than any other planetary moon, and due
to its very small mass compared to its primary, Phobos’ sphere of influence is contained
within it [43]. This prohibits the use of Keplerian orbits, and instead one must resort to
Quasi-Satellite Orbits (QSO) whereby Mars is the dominant attractor, and Phobos is orbited
in the sense of relative motion. In light of the MMX mission, Refs. [44–46] have advanced
QSO and maintenance strategies. To gain a physical understanding of the dynamics for
planning efficient manoeuvres, these typically adopt the elliptic Hill formulation for a time-
invariant system, or omit higher-order terms of Phobos’ gravity field. This is incompatible
with the present experiment, which is less concerned with constructing a high-fidelity
orbit strategy for Phobos, focusing instead on the performance of CG in recovering the full
harmonic spectrum for small bodies. To this end, a larger variety of orbital geometries is
considered here.

A grid search with a differential corrector step (details in [44]) set out to find a set of
initial conditions leading to orbits which stay bound to Phobos for one week. This timespan
can guarantee an acceptable geodetic solution accuracy, without incurring excessive costs
in terms of orbit maintenance and computational runtime. The search yielded a total of
7000 suitable initial conditions; to make this number compatible with parameter estimation
without sacrificing the diversity in orbital geometries, these solutions were classified in
accordance with three objectives:

1. Proximity, expressed by the mean distance between Phobos’ CoM and the spacecraft
(r). Close orbits are expected to perform well in the estimation as the gravitational
influence on the spacecraft is more pronounced.

2. Coverage, computed as the mean euclidean norm of all ground track points mapped
in latitude and longitude space (euc). This is desired to better observe the moon’s
surface and decorrelate the influence of individual harmonics.

3. Stability, expressed by the largest modulus of the eigenvalues of the state transition
matrix Φ after one period. This matrix expresses the linear mapping of the spacecraft
state after one period, and its eigenvalues indicate the stability to initial perturbations.
This quantity has been normalised by the number of revolutions to ensure a fair
comparison across the orbits, i.e., λn = max( revs

√
|λi(Φ|)

A non-dominated objective sorting algorithm yielded a subset of 102 optimal solutions,
also known as a Pareto Front (PF). This is depicted in Figure 1 with three representative
orbits. The “low” orbits generally have an unfavourable coverage and a precarious stability,
“high” orbits display the opposite, and “medium” orbits somewhere in between. Finally,
a sensitivity analysis was performed to investigate the robustness of the PF solutions with
regard to injection and dynamical model errors. The associated maintenance budgets were
validated against those obtained from the above literature.

Figure 1. Pareto Front for the non-dominated objective space of proximity, coverage, and stability.
Three sample trajectories (low, medium, and high) are plotted in the BFF. The motion is retrograde
(clockwise) to curtail the destabilising effect of the C22 term which is “averaged out” in space due to
the large relative angular motion between the spacecraft and Phobos [47].
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4. Cold Atom Interferometry

The considered Mach–Zehnder type interferometer with Raman diffraction is shown
in Figure 2. A Magneto-Optical Trap (MOT) captures the atomic cloud and cools it to
extreme temperatures that are needed to manifest the wave duality of atoms. Inside the
interference chamber, the momentum conservation between the atoms and the light field
entails that any absorption (emission) of a photon with Raman momentum vector h̄k
must result in a momentum recoil of h̄k (−h̄k) [10]. The first pulse acts as a beamsplitter,
causing an equal superposition of quantum states propagating freely along two paths.
A second pulse applied at time T fully inverts the states of the two populations, delivering
photon recoils to both clouds to rejoin them at time 2T. The last Raman pulse closes the
interferometer sequence. Due to the different gravitational acceleration acting on the paths,
a phase difference is accumulated, which is recovered at the output ports by monitoring
the normalised population in the two hyperfine states.

Figure 2. CAI measurement sequence adapted from [48]. The lines indicate the classical trajectories
of the atoms under the influence of gravity, the colours represent two-level internal states.

An additional pulse may be added, separating the initial cloud by a baseline d, such
that two measurements are obtained in gradiometric fashion. This suppresses common
vibration noise sources such as light shifts and magnetic field gradients [5]. Assuming a
detection noise at the quantum projection limit, the gradiometric sensitivity is:

σγ = σ∆φ

√
2

kT2d
√

tm (1)

where the total measurement time is tm = 2T + 1s required for cooling. The T2 depen-
dency highlights the readout accuracy gained by operating CAI in microgravity. However,
the rotation Ω experienced by the CAI setup, coupled with the non-zero transverse velocity,
gives rise to an additional phase shift due to the Sagnac effect [10]. This and the thermal
expansion of the atomic cloud result in trajectories that do not close perfectly at the third
beam splitting pulse, which negatively affects the readout quality. Two strategies can
mitigate this effect (detailed in Appendix B), yielding the concepts in Table 3.
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Table 3. CAI-based gradiometer configurations, compared with GOCE.

CAI 1 CAI 2 GOCE

Natoms 104 5× 105 N/A
Tk 1 pK 1 nK N/A

Temperature stability N/A N/A 10 mK over 200 s
[49]

T 2.6 s 5 s N/A

σγ 462 mE
√

Hz 37.5 mE
√

Hz

5–100 mHz: 10 mE
√

Hz
<5 mHz: noise ∝ f−1

>100 mHz: noise ∝ f
[50]

Compensation None δΩm = 1 µrad N/A
Baseline 70 cm 50 cm 50 cm

Laser Diameter 1.55 mm 0.25 µm N/A
Weight 163.7 kg 170.2 kg 180 kg [51]
Power 480 W 560 W 100 W [51]

CAI 1 reaches ultracold atomic temperatures via Delta Kick collimation techniques [52]
curtailing the need for rotation compensation. This yields a relatively simple setup with
a high measurement rate, albeit with limited sensitivity. CAI 2 is based on rotation com-
pensation that imposes an attitude and tilt-mirror control of 1 µrad/s and 5 µrad along the
y axis, respectively, as depicted in Figure 3. This requirement is within the capabilities of
fibre optic gyrometers of the ASTRIX 200 class and commercially-available star trackers.
Weight and power estimates are adopted from [53] featuring comparable CAI dimensions
and sensitivity (reduced values compared to Earth concepts, due to the absence of magnetic
shielding and a less demanding cooling mechanism for CAI 2). These estimates are deemed
impractical for interplanetary missions, nonetheless, ongoing technological developments
are expected to significantly reduce these values. In fact, Ref. [54] aim to produce 107

laser-cooled atoms on a CubeSat platform weighing just over 4 kg and consuming 40 W,
albeit for higher atomic temperatures.

To contextualise the performance of the proposed CAI concepts, Table 3 reports the
characteristics of GOCE’s electrostatic gradiometer, which enjoys an excellent sensitivity
but only in a limited frequency bandwidth. Moreover, the latter suffers from bias instabili-
ties, mainly due to temperature dependencies which affect the long-term stability of the
measurements. Broadening the comparison, the current state-of-the-art accelerometer flies
on ESA’s Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) Pathfinder [55] mission. Assuming a
distance of 0.5 m between proof masses and a frequency bandwidth (imparted by Phobos’
C2,0 and above) between 10−4 and 10−5 Hz, one may extrapolate a LISA-equivalent gra-
diometer sensitivity of less than 10−2 mE

√
Hz. This performance is so outstanding, in fact,

that Phobos’ gravity signal would become indistinguishable from the noise due to Mars’
gravity field uncertainty (see Appendix C). Several questions must be addressed before
undertaking numerical simulations with a LISA gradiometer: (1) What are the logistical
challenges associated with operation? (2) How accurately must the angular velocity be
known to distinguish the gravity signal from the centrifugal acceleration? (3) What are the
potential satellite-instrument coupling errors when orbiting around a body instead of a
Lagrange point? These are left as interesting recommendations for future work.
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Figure 3. Illustrating the reference frames, rotations, observables and CAI rotation compensation.

5. Methodology

This section introduces the setup of the numerical simulations for gravity field recovery.
The underlying mechanism for the parameter covariance calculation is described, along
with the tracking settings and a summary of the sought parameters. Finally, the specific
implementation of the RS and CG experiments is discussed.

5.1. Mission Setup

An overview of the setup driving the investigation is provided in Figure 4: two
methodological distinctions are highlighted. Phobos’ ephemeris [42] rests on the assump-
tion of a homogeneous interior, which is deemed the most statistically representative and
is unaffected by high correlations on its degree-2 harmonics (see Table 2). Thence it is
implemented for orbit design and parameter estimation. The heterogeneous interiors are
then adopted to assess the maintainability of the candidate orbits, which will constrain
the length of the data arcs in the RS experiment (Section 5.5). Another distinction is that
RS includes the determination of the spacecraft and Phobos state, which are mapped as
external noise on the CG measurements to strengthen the fidelity of the experiment. On the
other hand, CG only contributes toward the gravity field solution. By relating to the science
goals outlined in Section 2, the extent to which both experiments can constrain Phobos’
origin will finally be addressed.

Figure 4. Flowchart summarising the methodology adopted in this work and the relevant sections.
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5.2. Covariance Analysis

The sought gravity field solution influences Phobos’ dynamics, meaning that a full
estimation would entail the re-integration of the variational equations at each iteration,
which is not ideal considering the vast number of orbits. Moreover, this would result in
a random realisation of the probability distribution defined by the covariance, unless dy-
namical model errors or non-Gaussian noise are introduced. Instead, a covariance analysis
is adopted as a means of comparing the formal errors obtained via both experiments.
After all, RS is an ineluctable part of all missions, hence the relative contribution of CG plays
a stronger role than the absolute accuracy of the solution. The formal errors σi are obtained
from the diagonal of the covariance matrix P [34]:

P =
(

P−1
apr. + HTW H

)−1

σi =
√

Pii

(2)

with H the design matrix (or Jacobian) and W the weight matrix for the measurements.
Here, we assume uncorrelated measurement noise, so that W is diagonal. The orbital ge-
ometry cannot guarantee a full coverage, which may lead to ill-posedness in the estimation,
especially for low-power harmonics.

This is avoided by introducing a priori knowledge via Papr. as done in Section 5.4.
A potent strategy to account for the effect of unmodelled, systematic errors is to set up
a consider covariance analysis. Parameters are appended to the covariance calculation
process without actually being estimated. Instead, their uncertainty is mapped onto the
covariance [34] as follows:

PC = P +
(

PHTW
)(

HcCHc
T
)(

PHTW
)T

(3)

here Hc is the Jacobian for the so-called consider parameters (see Table 4 whose covariance
is the diagonal of C. Note that their influence does not reduce with more observations,
hence they act as a lower limit for the noise. This approach is adopted for RS and CG
experiments in Section 6.5 and Appendix C, respectively.

5.3. Tracking Data

Tracking is performed via a combination of radiometric measurements originating
from ground stations in Norcia (Australia), Robledo (Spain) and Goldstone (USA),
as well as angular landmark positions obtained via optical imagery acquired by the
spacecraft itself.

Doppler observables are modelled with a random noise of 30 µm/s at 60 s integra-
tion time, which is typical for a two-way X-band system at favourable Sun–Earth–Mars
angles [40,56]. The integration time can be tuned to balance the measurement volume and
noise, which reduces with ≈1/

√
tint. Range observables, being an absolute measure of

distance, are sensitive to random errors as well as biases [57]. Based on X-band perfor-
mances [58,59] a 2 m random noise and bias is set, and a cadence of 300 s. The spacecraft’s
angular position is determined via Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), whose bias
and noise levels are set to 1.5 nrad with a cadence of 300 s [60].

Optical landmark tracking is very effective for targets that present distinctive surface
features, like craters or boulders. Measurements display a strong sensitivity in the
direction perpendicular to the line-of-sight, strongly supporting the retrieval of shape,
rotation and ephemeris models as done for Eros [61] Vesta [56] and Bennu [62]. These
data are influenced by uncertainties in the spacecraft position and camera pointing,
which are hard to decouple. Moreover, merging optical and radiometric data is difficult
as the former are dependent on the a priori knowledge of the shape and ephemeris of
the body [63]. To this end, the effect of different pointing errors and biases (0.1–0.5◦ for
MEX [64]) is investigated in Section 6.4. A total of 25 landmarks are scattered in latitude
ranges ±60◦, in accordance with Phobos’ shape models [30]. Similar to Vesta, images are
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captured every 5–10 min which is an optimistic assumption to compensate for the short
mission duration. Since the spacecraft will tend to align with Mars, frequent pointing
calibrations will be needed for imagery, yet these are deemed feasible as the relative
velocity with respect to Phobos is of a few m/s.

5.4. Estimated Parameters

The full set of estimated and consider parameters is reported in Table 4.

Table 4. Estimated science (top) and mission (bottom) parameters. Note that aemp is first appended
as a consider parameter (which are marked with an asterisk), then estimated as a regular parameter.

Parameter Name Symbol A Priori Standard Deviation

Phobos initial state rPh, vPh 100 m, 0.3 mm/s [42]
Phobos landmarks rlnd 12 m from shape models [11]
Phobos gravitational param. GM 0.7 km3/s2 from flyby [12]
Phobos spherical harmonics Cnm, Snm from heter. models [14]

S/c initial states rSc, vSc 50 m, 3 cm/s from MMX [45]
S/c radiation coefficient Cr 0.1 from Vesta & Eros missions
S/c momentum wheel desat. ∆Vdes 4 cm/s from MEX
Optical biases βb 0.1–0.5◦

Range biases ρb 2 m
VLBI biases αb 1.5 nrad
Ground station positions * rGS * 1–5–10 mm [65]
S/c empirical accelerations * aemp 10 nm/s2 and * 1–0.01–0.05 nm/s2

Setting a priori constraints for the gravity field is complicated by the lack of empir-
ical evidence for the gravity spectra of small bodies. In fact, only Eros [61], Vesta [56],
Ceres [28], and Bennu [59] have both gravity and shape accurately described. The Kaula
rule is typically used for this intent, however, it was derived under the assumption of
random point sources in the Earth’s “spherical” mantle, so it becomes invalid for small
bodies [66]. They suggest a valid alternative relies on shape models and interior density
assumptions, as long as the former are of higher order, a conservatively high value for
the radius is chosen, and that the coefficients go to zero (in the mean) to satisfy Parseval’s
theorem. Therefore, the maximum standard deviation of the spherical harmonics from
the heterogeneous ensembles (i.e., from [14]) were set as a priori values for gravity. Most
such values are traced back to the porous compressed interiors, exhibiting the largest
spread. With a priori constraints, CG was able to infer the 10 × 10 spectrum (Section 6.3),
whereas for RS-only this had to be truncated to degree-6, with the covariance forcing
higher terms to zero as to prevent an ill-posed estimation (Section 6.1). As reported by
the circled markers in Figure 5, degree-6 is where the formal errors cross the a priori
values for a majority of orbits, whilst still ensuring a tolerable condition number for the
gravity field columns in the inversion.

Two sets of consider parameters have been included. The first comprises the ground
station positions, which are affected by uncertainties at the mm level even after correction
for tidal and antenna deformation effects. The second are empirical accelerations, which
absorb any unmodelled forces that cannot suitably be described due to limited knowledge of
the spacecraft’s time-varying orientation, material properties, and surface temperatures [34].
Here, one is concerned with the risk that empirical accelerations will mask the gravity signal
from high degrees. These are modelled as 3-axis constant and sinusoidal components with
amplitudes as with missions to Eros and Mars (for axes that are unaffected by drag, [40]).
Their lowest covariance values match that of OSIRIS-REx at Bennu, which is deemed
optimistic, yet feasible in case a detailed panelled thermal radiation model is available.
After their consider influence is assessed, their a priori is fixed and they are included in the
regular estimation.
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Figure 5. Gravity field recovery via RS at 24 h/day tracking capacity. Vertical and horizontal axes
indicate coverage and proximity of the orbital solutions. The formal error root-mean-square is
grouped per degree. Shapes reflect the correlation between C20 and C22. Circled markers indicate
that the formal errors cross the a priori standard deviations for all coefficients at that degree. The star
denotes the best orbit in terms of accuracy across degrees 1 to 3, further expended in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Formal errors for the gravity spectrum obtained via the best orbit in the RS experiment,
marked by a star in Figure 5. This leads to the highest accuracy for degrees 1 to 3, and entails
low maintenance costs. Errors are reported as absolute (colour) and homogeneous-normalised
(percentage) values. Missing percentages indicate a formal error greater than 100%, some of which
correspond to harmonics with very small magnitudes in the homogeneous model (mainly at degrees
7 and 9). Note that the true errors for the top pyramid could increase by a factor of 4–6 due to the
influence of systematic uncertainties (see Figure 11) and a reduction in tracking capacity.
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5.5. Hybrid-Arc Parameter Estimation

The spacecraft and Phobos states are estimated simultaneously, entailing a hybrid-
arc approach whereby the dynamics of the spacecraft and Phobos are integrated into a
multi-arc and single-arc fashion, respectively [67]. This offers the distinct advantage of
incorporating all dynamical couplings, thus reducing the risk of misattributing a signal in
the spacecraft’s dynamics to Phobos’ dynamics which is significant as both are dominated
by Mars’ gravity. For the spacecraft, long arcs may lead to convergence issues due to the
build-up of unmodelled forces, whereas short arcs may deteriorate the solution quality
as not all effects are captured correctly. Arcs may also be sectioned at the manoeuvre
times [40] to avoid having to estimate the associated velocity increments. This choice,
further validated in Section 6.2, assigns smaller arcs for low orbits, since these are more
challenging to maintain (compare λn in Figure 1).

5.6. Gradiometry

CAI measurements deliver point-wise gravity gradient measurements Vij in the
Gradiometer Reference Frame (GRF). These are related to the gravitational potential V
Equation (A1) via the observational equation for gradiometry:Vxx Vxy Vxz

Vxy Vyy Vyz
Vxz Vyz Vzz

GRF

= R
∂2VLNOF

∂xi∂xj
RT (4)

although V is tied to the BFF, its second-order partial derivatives (elaborated in [68]) are
easily computed in the Local North-Oriented Frame (LNOF). Hence the gradients undergo
a sequence of rotations R : GRF → IRF → BFF → LNOF [69]. Since we do not have
access to real measurements, the simulator takes a gravitational model and the noise-free
time series of the satellite orbit and attitude to set up H = ∂Vij/∂Cnm, Snm and Wii = 1/σ2

γ

where σγ = 462 mE
√

Hz (CAI 1) & 37.5 mE
√

Hz (CAI 2). Both configurations are limited
to one axis, meaning a single component on the diagonal of in Equation (4) is measured.
Ref. [6] have demonstrated that the benefits of 3-axis measurements are concentrated
around high-degree harmonics, which is beyond the scope of exploratory missions. It is
important to emphasise the axis orientation is not constrained, but merely its uniqueness.
Since the nature of the problem does not suggest a prevailing axis for which the gravity
signal will be stronger, numerical simulations (Section 6.3) will cover all three cases, and the
orientation which leads to the best gravity field solution will be selected.

The superiority of gradiometry over RS in recovering the finer harmonics was hy-
pothesised in [70], who derive analytical expressions to compare the error spectra of both
methods. These rest on a number of simplifying assumptions, yet they serve to illustrate
the scaling of formal errors as a function of harmonic degree n:

σ
grad
n

σRS
n

=
(σγ

σρ̇

)( r
norb

(√O(n2)√
O(n4)

)
(5)

with σρ̇ the Doppler noise, norb the spacecraft mean motion, and O(nx) a power series of
leading order x. This final term confirms the superiority of gradiometry at finer wave-
lengths. The middle term suggests that gradiometry is harshly affected by an increase
in orbital altitude, which was the reason for GOCE’s low altitude (≈259 km) in spite of
the adverse atmospheric environment. As a physical analogy, one can imagine that RS is
incapable of detecting finer wavelengths, as these do not impart detectable signatures on
the trajectory. Conversely, by differencing two closely-spaced accelerations, CG maintains
a strong sensitivity to the high frequencies of the gravitational signal.

Four external noise sources affect gradiometry. Attitude control errors limit the abil-
ity to overcome attitude disturbances. Attitude knowledge errors hinder the process of
geolocating the observables to Phobos’ CoM. For their assessment one must consider ro-
tational dynamics and attitude quaternions for calibration [9] which is beyond the scope
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here. Instead, a covariance analysis (detailed in Appendix C) was implemented to ver-
ify that positioning and dynamical model errors do not compromise the fidelity of the
CG experiment.

6. Results and Discussion

This section presents the outcome of the numerical simulations. The RS-only experi-
ment is outlined in Section 6.1, and summarised in Figure 5 for all orbits in the PF which
were generated in Section 3. The RS tracking settings are further tuned in Section 6.2.
The combined RS and CG experiment is elaborated in Section 6.3, and plotted in Figure 7.
These figures display the (root-mean-square) formal error of the spherical coefficients,
grouped per degree. The star markers indicate the “best” case scenario, a compromise
between solution accuracy and orbit maintainability, whose full harmonic spectrum is
expanded in Figure 6 and Figure 8, respectively. Here, the error is reported as a percentage
(x%) relative to the homogeneous values, to address the completion of the science goals
formulated in Section 2. In Section 6.4 the contribution of tracking data types is analysed:
note that VLBI and range observables have been excluded due to their negligible influence,
and that the optical settings were tuned with the altitude to enforce competitiveness across
orbits. Moreover, the influence of systematic uncertainties, assessed in Section 6.5 by means
of a consider covariance analysis, hints at a true error for RS that is at least 2–3 times higher
than the formal one. Finally, Section 6.6 qualitatively discusses the potential improvement
of Phobos’ ephemeris and libration from the proposed setups.

Figure 7. Gravity field recovery for the combined experiment. RS tracking is 12 h/day, CG sensitivity
is σγ = 37.5mE

√
Hz with measurements every 11 s. Shapes reflect the correlation between C20 and

C22. In contrast to Figure 5, here all the formal errors stay below the a-priori standard deviations,
hence the circled markers indicate that the formal errors cross the homogeneous values. The star denotes
the best (family of) orbits in terms of accuracy across degrees 4 to 10.
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Figure 8. Formal errors for the gravity spectrum obtained via the best orbit in the combined ex-
periment, marked by a star in Figure 7. This is more unstable compared to Figure 6, but the gain
in accuracy across the entire spectrum outweighs the associated maintenance costs. Note that the
true errors for the top pyramid could increase by a factor of 2–3 due to the influence of systematic
uncertainties (Section 6.5).

6.1. Gravity Field Recovery, Radio Science Only

Figure 5 shows that RS is highly effective for resolving degrees 1 to 6 down to 10−5

(0.01% with respect to homogeneous), provided that the orbit altitude is kept low. The solu-
tion accuracy generally worsens with an increasing degree, yet lower orbits have a geometry
that offsets this effect, maintaining a sensitivity to the finer components of the gravitational
signal. Orbits with poor coverage underperform even at low altitudes, and tend to rely
more on a priori values as reflected by the circled markers (clearly visible for degree-3).
The condition number for the overall inversion is between 109 and 1012 across the entire
PF, mainly driven by the correlations affecting the state of Phobos and the spacecraft.
The condition number for the gravity field parameters is between 103 and 105, which is
rather favourable.

Overall, RS seems well suited for recovering Phobos’ gravity field, which is en-
couraging in the prospect of the MMX mission. Comparing the percentages in the top
pyramid of Figure 6 with the spherical coefficient overlap among various interiors ([14],
Figures 12 and 13) it is foreseeable that most interiors can be distinguished, except for the
rubble pile and icy “evenly distributed” sub-family. The latter only exhibit significant
deviations with respect to the homogeneous models at degrees 7 to 9, which are difficult to
resolve within one week of observations. Nevertheless, porosity may provide additional
clues to discriminate the former, if the interior is monolithic.

Let us now focus more attentively on the individual harmonics. Degree-1 coefficients
are resolved to less than 10−4 (0.01%) translating to an uncertainty in the CoM position
of <14 m. At low orbits an accuracy of 10−5 is made possible by the fact that the optical
bias is better resolved with Doppler data (details in Section 6.4) S11, which expresses the
CoM position along yBFF (see Figure 3) features high correlations with the spacecraft state
estimates. This is because this gravitational signature could be misinterpreted as Phobos
approaching the spacecraft since the orbital motion occurs primarily in this (tangential)
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direction. Our degree-1 estimates are actually conservative since the real Phobos will
feature more heterogeneity, meaning their signatures will be larger.

Degree-2 harmonics are inferred accurately to 10−5 (0.001%) for most orbits. In com-
bination with degree-1, these would certainty (dis)prove a heavily fractured or porous
compressed interior, and differentiate most ice-rock mixtures generated by [15]. Note that
C21, S21, and S22 are omitted from the rms computation, as they are of lower scientific
importance (Section 2) and display a smaller signature meaning they would exacerbate the
formal errors. Here, coverage plays a primary role in both the accuracy and correlation: the
lowest (near-) planar orbits cannot distinguish C20 from C22, as reflected by the markers’
shapes in Figure 5, nor C20 from GM. Still, it is difficult to draw conclusions on the correla-
tions across the PF due to the limited timeline of the mission and the short arc duration of
low orbits (Section 5.5), the individual orbit geometry has a strong influence on the results.

Degrees 3 to 6 are constrained to 10−5 at low altitudes ensuring a good coverage, which
is required to capture Phobos’ gravity variations at non-equatorial latitudes. It must be
reckoned that the inclusion of these terms significantly increases the condition number
for the inversion, especially for low-inclination orbits (see pink orbit in Figure 1). This is
attributed to the fact that degree-2 and 4 coefficients display a similar temporal signature
for satellites in a (near-)circular and (near-)equatorial orbit [71]. The same behaviour is
visible for degrees 3 and 5, as well as degrees 4 and 6 of the same order. The inclusion of
degree-7 and above terms would bias more solutions towards the a priori values, which
should not be further restricted due to the high degree-to-degree variability in the mod-
els. Theoretically, one could attempt their recovery via the non-circled solutions in the
degree-6 Figure 5, whose solution accuracy is slightly optimistic as these higher terms are
neglected. Nonetheless, the current estimation is performed assuming a homogeneous
interior, whereas the actual Phobos will present more heterogeneity. Hence many real
coefficients will display a stronger signature, meaning the absolute solution accuracy will
likely be higher, countering the former aspect.

6.2. Tracking Settings Adjustment

A two-step sensitivity analysis of the tracking settings was performed to investigate
the robustness of the RS experiment. First, the arc duration was extended to test if the
inclusion of additional tracking data would favour the estimation of higher harmonics. This
was not the case, and instead proved to exacerbate the influence of systematic errors via
the mismodelling of empirical accelerations (Section 6.5). Shortening the arcs did not yield
benefits either: evidently, the gravity field signatures are best captured with arcs of 1–2 days.
The present model relies on a state-of-the-art tracking system, with ground stations dis-
tributed uniformly around the globe operating 24/7. This is logistically challenging and
entails high costs of operation. In fact, the MMX design team reserves 8 h/day for tracking,
telecommanding and telemetry downlink [72]. Therefore, the complexity of the tracking
system was alleviated. One option would be to reduce the number of ground stations from
3 to 2. However, due to planetary occultation by Mars (and visibility conditions on Earth),
this may lead to blackout periods. Due to the short mission timeline, this may unfairly
target some arcs more than others. Instead, the tracking time within each arc was reduced to
50% capacity, which mimics the strategy of actual missions whereby observation times are
planned ahead to guarantee visibility. Although an average of 12 h/day is relatively high
for interplanetary missions, it is deemed reasonable during exploratory phases, where a lot
of data are gathered on the gravity field. Moreover, this is feasible for Mars since high-gain
antenna pointing is not necessary. The tracking time reduction worsens the estimation
accuracy by a factor of 2 in most cases, marginally worse than what one might expect from
a theoretical point of view (formal errors worsen with

√
2 in Section 5.2) probably due to

the worsened coverage. The accompanying variation in condition number is unordered:
for high coverage orbits, it worsens due to the reduction in observations, whereas for others
it actually improves as a priori values gain more weight. Since a 12 h/day tracking capacity
is both competitive and realistic, this setting is selected in the remainder of the experiment,
displayed in Figures 7 and 8.
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6.3. Gravity Field Recovery, with CAI Gradiometry

The two configurations in Table 3 were tested individually along three orientations,
for each orbit in the PF, resulting in a vast set of experiments. Considering that each estima-
tion involves a degree-10 gravity field, a number of steps had to be taken to condense these
into Figure 7. First, the CAI 1 concept was abandoned as it performed consistently worse
than CAI 2 in terms of accuracy. Evidently, its higher measurement rate does not outweigh
the sharper sensitivity of the latter. One may thus contemplate relaxing the time required
for atomic cooling, which will significantly reduce the power demand in Table 3. Since
the formal errors scale linearly with the gradiometric sensitivity equation (Equation (2)),
the estimates shown hereafter will improve as CAI technology is enhanced, at least for
the parameters where the a priori are inactive. Secondly, given that Figure 5 indicates that
RS is highly capable of recovering Phobos’ gravity field up to degree-3 without crossing
the a priori, only the CAI orientation leading to the highest accuracy for degree-4 and
above was selected. It was noted that the performance of the cross-track orientation is poor
(as hypothesised in Appendix B, whereas nadir and along-track display a similar efficacy.
With this in mind, one may focus on the individual harmonics more attentively.

Degree-1 is improved by a factor of 10 compared to RS, yielding an accuracy better
than 10−5. These are not shown here, the reason being as follows. Although theoretically a
CoM fit to 1.4 m is achievable, realistically, this knowledge will be overshadowed by the
uncertainty in Phobos’ ephemeris. Thence, for all intents and purposes, this improvement
is insignificant from a science perspective. Nonetheless, it is important to note that the
correlation which existed in S11 for RS has now been removed. Degree-2 errors reduce by
a factor of 10–15 with CG, meaning an accuracy surpassing 10−7. However, the degree-2
objectives can comfortably be achieved with RS alone, so the scientific repercussions of this
gain remain to be further investigated. Perhaps their estimate would be accurate enough
to detect the temporal modulation signature of k2. Comparing the markers’ shapes with
Figure 5, it is evident that CG is highly effective for decorrelating C20 and C22.

Comparing the colour pattern in Figure 7 with that in Figure 5, it is evident that
CG maintains a higher sensitivity than RS at high degrees, as hypothesised in Section 5.6.
The retrieval accuracy ranges from 10−5 to 10−6 (0.01%) for the orbits which guarantee a
favourable correlation and proximity. Other orbits lead to high errors for degrees 7 to 9
(<100%) as reflected by the circled markers. This is mainly attributed to the indistinguish-
able low-power coefficients that are present at these degrees. The condition number for
the gravity field terms is between 105 and 107, namely two orders worse than for RS, yet
tolerable nonetheless. Once again, the primary correlations affect the cosine harmonics
of the same order, with the addition of degrees 7 with 9, and 8 with 10. Finally, whereas
RS presents the lowest correlations at close proximity, for CG this occurs at the upper-left
vertex of the PF. Evidently, a uniform coverage gains importance if the full spectrum is to
be sampled. The overall accuracy gain from CG is immediately visible from the shading
of the pyramids in Figure 8. With this configuration, all overlapping factors between the
heterogeneous and homogeneous interiors of [14] can be resolved. In combination with
shape models, this would reveal Phobos’ internal mass distribution, strongly discriminating
between the various formation hypotheses.

6.4. Contribution of Tracking Data Types

For RS, the onboard transponder design must balance logistical constraints and science
return, thence one should investigate the contribution of each data type. This is shown in
Figure 9 whereby the formal errors have been normalised with respect to the “nominal”
Doppler-only case, due to the different physical scales of the estimated parameters. At first
glance one learns that the inclusion of other data types yields a maximum improvement of
10% with respect to the nominal case for all parameters aside from the landmark positions,
which can only be obtained via optical measurements (hence these are shown separately).
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Figure 9. (Top): orbit-averaged contribution of tracking data types on formal errors with respect
to Doppler-only case for all parameters. (middle and bottom): influence of optical instrument
performance (noise and image frequency) on landmark position accuracy. Markers and lines show
mean, bars show maximum/minimum values. This figure only concerns the RS experiment.

The superiority of Doppler data for recovering the geodetic parameters is evident. Due
to the small characteristic period of the gravity signal, its signatures can only be observed
in closely-spaced Doppler measurements [71]. This effect is magnified for higher degrees,
as reflected by the narrowing of the markers. Another reason contributing to the superiority
of Doppler is related to the observational geometry. The orbit planes of the spacecraft are
close to that of Phobos, featuring small inclinations (<30◦) with respect to Mars’ equator.
Consequently, the orbit plane is viewed edge-on from the Earth, meaning velocity changes
are effectively captured in the line-of-sight direction. This effect is more pronounced for the
low, mostly planar orbits, hence the higher estimation accuracy (see Figure 5). The same
could be done for polar orbits with the right precession, however, these are too challenging
to maintain. The addition of VLBI and range (“hidden” behind the former) yield no benefit
for gravity field determination. Since VLBI measures linear position perpendicular to the
line-of-sight with an accuracy in the order of 100 m, its contribution to the gravity field
coefficients is negligible [71]. In light of these considerations, range and VLBI data have
been omitted.
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The inclusion of optical data enhances the state estimate of the spacecraft and Phobos
by 4% to 12% depending on the camera settings. Moreover, Phobos’ in-plane orbital
components are effectively decorrelated. This is accompanied by an improvement in
the degree-1 harmonics since the CoF can better be distinguished from the CoM, which
also propagates in the higher-degree spectrum. For the nominal case (blue marker in
Figure 9) a 4% improvement in Phobos’ state is accompanied by a 2% improvement in C20
and C22. This finding agrees with the experiment by the authors of [17], who (inversely)
determine that a 2% improvement in Phobos’ CoF position reduces the uncertainty of all
degree-2 coefficients by 0.52%. In contrast to Doppler data, the performance of optical
tracking depends strongly on the orbit altitude. Low orbits miss many landmarks hence
their estimation accuracy is not uniform, as reflected by the error bars in the middle plot.
In contrast, the visibility entailed by the high orbits allows capturing the same landmark
multiple times. This is highly beneficial for deriving shape and rotational properties as it
enables “differenced” landmark observations independent of a priori shape models [62].
At high orbits, the camera performance plays a stronger role because the optical noise
(particularly the bias) scales with altitude. This is harder to estimate with Doppler data,
which is sensitive to the radial distance from Phobos, as its gravity influence is now weaker.
It is therefore not surprising that OSIRIS-REx at Bennu is fitted with three cameras, each
tailored to operate in a specific mission phase. The high orbits perform global mapping
and shape determination while the closer ones focus on sample-site characterisation [73].
To mimic this behaviour and enforce competitiveness across the orbits for both experiments,
the optical settings were tuned with the altitude: low orbits capture more images, whereas
high orbits benefit from a lower noise.

6.5. Influence of Consider Parameters

The relative loss in estimation accuracy due to the influence of systematic uncertainties,
here taken into account by means of the consider parameters, is reported in Figure 10. Here,
the averaged values across the PF are shown (since the trend is similar) although it should
be noted that higher orbits are worse affected as their overall formal errors are larger.

Figure 10. Formal error ratio: with(out) consider parameter influence, mean value across the PF.

Evidently, the ground station position uncertainty is negligible. This is primarily due
to the fact that absolute measurements (range and VLBI) have been disregarded. The only
concern is Phobos’ state estimate (also affecting the low degree harmonics) that could
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degrade by ≈1% for an uncertainty of 1 cm. Nonetheless, the latter is rather pessimistic of
what can be achieved nowadays ([32] use 5 mm).

The risk associated with the mismodelling of empirical accelerations is severe, with for-
mal errors degrading by a factor of 2–3 in the favourable case whereby 0.05 nm/s2. Inter-
estingly, this matches the empirical (a posteriori) true-to-formal error ratios for small-body
missions to Eros [61] and Vesta [56] which were 2 and 3 for gravity field parameters, respec-
tively. The worst-case scenario of 1 nm/s2 aggravates the errors by an order of magnitude,
which is similar to the ratio determined for Mars orbiters [40] where atmospheric drag
modelling errors are responsible for systematic uncertainties. This stresses the need for
high-fidelity modelling of non-conservative forces (mainly the radiation pressure) as this
has a confounding influence in small-body environments, particularly for lighter spacecraft.
Here, the spacecraft dimensions are undefined, hence empirical accelerations are also
included as regular parameters to prevent the formal errors from being overly optimistic.
Generally, in the low orbits the along- and cross-track empirical accelerations correlate
with the radiation pressure as their influence is confounded with gravity, whereas for high
orbits their signature is more distinguishable. This is why for OSIRIS-REx the orientation
and thermal diffusive properties were detailed so finely that the estimation of empirical
accelerations could be omitted in the lowest orbit, to avoid masking the gravity signal [59].
One may therefore conclude that empirical accelerations must be modelled to below the
nm/s2 level as these constitute a significant threat to the RS experiment, especially for the
higher orbits. If this is not possible, one must resort to a gradiometer for direct gravity mea-
surements, or an accelerometer to measure stochastic forces and remove their confounding
influence in orbit determination, as done for BepiColombo at Mercury [74].

6.6. Ephemeris and Libration

In this study, we estimated the multi-arc dynamics of the spacecraft, along with the
single-arc dynamics of Phobos, using a coupled estimation method [67]. Although our
model omits the influence of librations (and their uncertainties) on the dynamics and its
covariance, our model does include the linking of Phobos gravity field uncertainty to its
state uncertainty. From these results, it is found that Phobos’ radial and tangential position
with respect to Mars can be constrained to ∼1 m for the planar orbits. These are also best
suited for decorrelating Phobos’ velocity from its tangential position.

Modelling the long-term improvement in Phobos’ ephemeris requires data fusion of
astrometric data [42] and the radiometric data simulated here, which is beyond the scope
of this analysis. Moreover, properly accounting for the influence of Phobos’ rotational
dynamics on its ephemeris over both the short-term (during the mission; see Section 3)
and the long-term would ideally require a coupled translational-rotational model for the
propagation and estimation of Phobos’ dynamics [38,75]. At the very least, it would require
the estimation of a spectrum of libration amplitudes.

For the same reasons, we have not included Phobos’ rotational dynamics in our estima-
tion. However, the simulated mission in this work would have a strong ability to constrain
Phobos’ rotation as this is manifested in three independent datasets: (1) the kinematic
influence of rotation on optical observables; (2) the influence of Phobos orientation on
its orbital dynamics through coupling with its gravity field, causing a secular drift in its
along-track component [29]; (3) the influence on the spacecraft dynamics through coupling
with its gravity field. For case (1) the results in Figure 9 allow us to make a preliminary
determination of the quality of the rotation estimate. There, we see estimated landmark
position accuracy of ∼2–10 m (depending on orbital configuration). Comparing to a maxi-
mum position deviation as a result of the libration of∼250 m (from 1.1◦ libration amplitude,
13 km long axis [13], we get a rough uncertainty estimate on the main libration amplitude of
∼0.015–0.075 degrees. Whether this estimate will be degraded by the addition of additional
estimated parameters representing the rotation, or if causes (2) or (3) listed above will
provide even further improvements in the libration, is to be quantified by future work.
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7. Conclusions

This work addresses the potential of Cold-Atom Interferometry for Gradiometry sen-
sors (CG) as a means of strengthening the Radio Science (RS) gravity field experiment,
using Phobos as a science case. The heterogeneous interiors in [14] served as guidance for
outlining the key geodetic observables needed to constrain Phobos’ origin. The homoge-
neous interior was used to design Quasi-Satellite Orbits (QSO) ranked by proximity and
surface coverage, which are strong drivers for the estimation quality. These metrics clash
with the orbital stability (see Figure 1), thus requiring periodic correction manoeuvres that
constrain the data arc lengths of the RS experiment. The CG experiment, on the other hand,
is simulated for two single-axis instruments that trade-off measurement frequency and
gradiometric sensitivity.

Due to the limited coverage of QSO, a priori constraints for the gravity field were
required, stemming from the maximum standard deviation of the spherical harmonics in
the heterogeneous ensembles. Provided that empirical accelerations can be modelled below
the nm/s2 level, RS is able to infer the 6 × 6 spherical harmonic spectrum to an accuracy
of 0.1–1% with respect to the homogeneous interior values, as shown in Figure 6. If this
correlates to a density anomaly beneath the Stickney crater, as for the heavily fractured and
porous compressed models, RS would suffice to distinguish them, especially if supported by
a strong estimate for porosity and libration. Significant overlap is present in the harmonics
for the rubble pile and icy moon interiors (or a combination thereof) making their spectra
indistinguishable up to degree-6. The most significant deviations occur at degrees 7 to 9,
which can only be detected via CG flying close to the moon. As illustrated in Figure 8, this
would enable recovering the 10 × 10 spectrum (and higher) to an accuracy below 0.1% for
most coefficients. In tandem with the topography and spectrometry observations by MMX,
these gravity measurements would provide unequivocal clues on Phobos’ origin. It should
be noted, however, that technological advancements must alleviate the power and weight
requirements of CG to enhance its competitiveness in an instrument trade-off.

Phobos’ shape is unique, yet its dynamical environment presents similarities to that of
other moons in the solar system. The JUpiter ICy moons Explorer (JUICE) [76] will be the
first spacecraft to orbit an extraterrestrial moon. The higher ends of the gravity spectrum,
within reach of CG, would strengthen topography correlation studies to reveal interesting
phenomena such as isostatic compensation mechanisms [77]. To this end, the methodology
outlined in this work may serve as a foothold to contemplate the role of CG in bolstering
the geodetic investigation of future exploratory missions to small moons, particularly those
of the giant planets, which are targets for robotic exploration in the coming decades.
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Appendix A. Gravity Field Potential

A body’s gravitational potential can be expanded into spherical harmonics [78]:

V(r, φ, λ) =
GM

r

∞

∑
n=0

n

∑
m=0

[(
R
r

)l
×P̄nm(sin φ)(C̄nm cos mλ + S̄nm sin mλ)] (A1)
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where (r, λ, φ) indicate the observer’s spherical coordinates in the Body-Fixed Frame (BFF),
R the reference radius, P̄nm the normalised Legendre functions of degree n and order m,
and C̄nm, S̄nm the associated spherical harmonic coefficients. For highly irregular bodies
alternative formulations exist. Here spherical harmonics are used to ensure consistency with
the literature and because the considered orbits lie well outside the circumscribing sphere
of Phobos, guaranteeing series convergence. Coefficients at degree l = 1 distinguish the
Centre of Mass (CoM) from the Centre of Figure (CoF) hence non-zero values are indicative
of density heterogeneity. Degree-2 values provide insight into the body’s ellipticity and
obliquity, whereas higher degrees indicate local mass concentrations.

Appendix B. CAI Interferometer Phase Shift

The impact of physical perturbations on the phase readouts is investigated to address
the need for compensation mechanisms as suggested by [7]. The Gradiometer Reference
Frame (GRF), fixed to the satellite as illustrated in Figure 3, is orbiting at a nearly constant
frequency Ωorb with respect to the dominant attractor, in this case Mars (although Phobos’s
gravity field will prevail for the low orbits, coincidentally, Ωorb,Mars ≈ Ωorb,Phobos hence the
same rotation is experienced). For the sake of simplicity, this work assumes Ωy = Ωorb and
Ωxy = 0. In reality, this is not the case due to strong third-body perturbations and, to a
lesser extent, non-conservative forces. Nonetheless, Ωy dominates the conversion of the
gradiometric measurements from the GRF to the BFF (see Section 5.6, hence this approach
correctly deals with the influence of rotations at the leading orders. We discuss in the
following the cases with and without compensation for rotation and gradient dephasing.

Without Compensation. Due to the Sagnac effect, the uncertainty in δvt imprints a
rotation-induced dephasing δφ on the interferometer flight and nadir axes. The associated
loss of contrast is negligible if the separation is much smaller than the coherence length of
the atomic wavepackets [7] a requirement expressed in terms of the atomic temperature Tk
in Table A1. A secondary effect concerns the dephasing induced by the gravity gradient,
for which a similar temperature limit and contrast loss can be derived [79]. To ensure a
reliable detection, the combined effect of dephasings must be kept below the quantum
projection limit.

With Compensation. An effective means of ensuring a fixed orientation in the frame of
the atoms consists in actively tilting the first and the last retro-reflecting mirrors by an angle
±θm = ±ΩyT (see Figure 3). This method calls for external star trackers and gyrometers for
measuring angular velocity. Any error in the latter will translate to a misalignment δθ = δΩmT,
with the associated dephasing reported in Table A1. The downside of retro-reflecting mirrors
are the stringent dynamic requirements for operation, limiting CAI measurements to a single
axis. Gravity gradient compensation mechanisms, demonstrated in [80], rely on an adequate
tuning δk of the Raman wavevector at the second pulse. This offsets their influence across the
gradiometric phase, nevertheless, small fluctuations persist [7].

Table A1. Leading phase errors for differential CAI measurements.

No Compensation Compensated

Any Ωorb,y,m
δk = 0

Ωm = Ωy + δΩm
δk = kVzzT2/2

Sagnac noise [rad]
negligible for

Tk <
m

16kBk2Ω2
yT4

4kδvt(−Ωm
+ΩyT2 4kδvtδΩmT2

Gradient noise [rad]
negligible for
Tk <

m
4kbk2V2

zzT6

2kd(Vzz
−Ω2

m + Ω2
y)T2 4kdδΩmΩyT2
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Concerning the operational modes, inertial pointing (Ωxyz ≈ 0) has been investigated
in [6] for CG on Earth. To maintain the readout noise below 1mrad, spurious rotation rates
must be kept below Ω < 1.5 µrad/s [5] which is extremely challenging from an engineering
standpoint, especially considering the strong third body perturbations by Phobos. This
concept is abandoned in favour of nadir pointing, for which Ωy = Ωorb. Compensation
mechanisms are applicable to both nadir and flight directions, which are influenced by Ωy.
The cross-track axis remains unaffected, meaning a simplified setup composed of fixed and
parallel mirrors can be used [7]. Nonetheless, the nature of the problem suggests that this
axis will underperform as it will mostly point away from Phobos, as demonstrated by the
coplanar orbits in Figure 3.

The measurement time tm is highlighted as a key trade-off parameter. Extending
it is beneficial for the overall sensitivity Equation (1) but it exacerbates the dephasing
induced by rotation. Given that each measurement is averaged along the orbital path,
longer measurements may not be able to resolve the finer harmonics. Finally, a large tm
comes at the expense of a more voluminous instrument, given that the baseline must
accommodate two counter-propagating clouds, d/2 ≥ 2vrec, and the length should be
> 2Tvt, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Appendix C. Influence of External Noise on Gradiometry

Given that the main gravity signal is that of Mars, from which the modulation due to
Phobos must be extracted, one must consider the noise on the gravity gradients associated
with Mars’ gravity field. To this end, a covariance propagation is set up:

P(Vij) = HP(Cnm, Snm)HT (A2)

noting that the Jacobian is computed with respect to Mars’ gravity field. Figure A1 illus-
trates that the dominant noise contribution arises from the orbital eccentricity, acting via
the C00 term, as the spacecraft comes closer to Mars. The nadir (z) axis is the worst affected
as it is aligned with Mars hence it receives the strongest signal. Still, the noise is far below
the gradiometric sensitivity (σγ ≈ 10−12s−2). A secondary noise source arises from the
uncertainty in the spacecraft state with respect to Mars. This is assessed as follows:

P(Vij) = (H − Hpert.)[Cnm, Snm] (A3)

whereby the perturbed Jacobian is afflicted by the uncertainty in the spacecraft state with
respect to Mars, obtained via formal error propagation. This too is orders below the
gradiometric sensitivity, meaning that even if empirical acceleration uncertainties will
degrade the spacecraft state estimate (see Figure 10) the gradiometer measurements will
remain unaffected. Thence, the true-to-formal error ratio for CG is expected to be close
to unity.
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Figure A1. Top: gradient noise from Mars gravity field uncertainty. A single orbit is representative
of the entire front since all orbits are similar in the Mars-fixed frame. Bottom: gradient noise from
spacecraft state uncertainty, for the worst-case orbit. Note that the arc length is 2.2 days, and tracking
ends after 1.1 days (50% capacity) hence the uncertainty is highest after this point.
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